Is your PPS equipment measuring correctly?
Subscribe to the L&W PPS Master Kit – the solution to the calibration problem!

The measuring head of your PPS tester is subject to wear and tear. It’s therefore not surprising that they can sooner or later start showing wrong result. Controlling this problem can be both time consuming and expensive.

Lorentzen & Wettre offer you a fast, easy and reliable aid to ensure that PPS instrument measurements are traceable.

By subscribing to the L&W PPS Master Kit you will receive, every 3 months, paper samples with well-defined surface roughness levels that you can use to test and calibrate your PPS tester with.

The L&W PPS Master Kit enables you to test your PPS instrument’s measuring heads and compare the result with the L&W Master PPS. This in turn means that you can have full confidence in your instrument and can rest assured that you really are delivering the right paper quality. Read more about calibrating PPS instrument in the enclosed brochure.

As a subscriber you will receive the L&W PPS Master Kit every 3 months. Each kit contains:

- Three sets of paper sample with well specified PPS surface roughness levels. Each set contains 10 paper samples with a measured roughness of about 0.7 µm, 1.7 µm and 4.1 µm.
- One backing holder with a soft backing mounted
- One measuring protocol

How to subscribe to the L&W Master Kit?

All you need to do is to send a competed Customer Card and signed Subscription Agreement to your nearest Lorentzen & Wettre representative.

Yours sincerely
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